
It is crucial to develop new models of art and cultural production. 

 We have to redefine what ‘public space’means today. 

When I think of these issues, I always have the theatre in mind. 
 Chris Dercon 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

volksbühne berlin: collaboration as a model 

 

 

 

 

 

 
the plan 
 
 
The volksbühne berlin gathers together theatre, dance, performance, concerts, cinema, visual 
art and digital culture all under one roof. The volksbühne berlin brings the historic notion of 
the Bauhaus theatre, a seminal project in modern theatre, into the twenty-first century. 
Actors, dancers and artists from a range of disciplines transform the stage into a key location 
and point of reference for experiments and site-specific performances. 
 
The volksbühne berlin creates a programmatic axis between the future strategic spaces of 
Mitte and Tempelhofer Feld/ Neukölln. At the same time, new urban constellations forge a 
link between Poelzig, Kaufmann and Sagebiel’s early modernist architecture and the fluid 
architecture of today’s digital media. Since this process seeks to respect the chequered 
history of performance locations as cultural heritage and ensure their legacy remains visible, 
the locations’ historical names, still in use today, are not being re-formulated but retained. 
 
The volksbühne berlin comprises the Volksbühne am Rosa-Luxemburg-Platz, the Prater, the 
Hangar event locations at the decommissioned Tempelhof airport, the new Terminal Plus 
digital stage, as well as Kino Babylon as a collaborative partner. 
 
 
 
 



stages and venues 
 
VOLKSBÜHNE AM ROSA-LUXEMBURG-PLATZ, Linienstraße; constructed 1913/14; architect: 
Oskar Kaufmann; capacity: 800. The Volksbühne has been powerfully influenced by a series 
of renowned leading directors, authors and artists – from Max Reinhardt and Erwin Piscator 
to Benno Besson, Heiner Müller, Frank Castorf, Matthias Lilienthal, Christoph Schlingensief 
and René Pollesch – whose works constantly pushed back the borders of theatre. As Frank 
Castorf’s era at the volksbühne comes to an end, the performing arts are experiencing a 
paradigm shift, confronting new global issues and themes and expanding into digital media. 
The core focus here is on in-house theatre and dance productions. The Roter and Grüner 
Salon will continue to function as stages and spaces for discussion. 
 
PRATER, Kastanienallee; founded 1837; capacity: 200 (tbc). After the refurbishment and 
interim use of the Theater an der Parkaue, the Volksbühne’s former satellite stage in the 
popular Prater Garten is set to reopen at the end of 2018. The indoor stage and open-air 
venue in the Prater Garten are to be a platform for experimentation and a location for 
driving forwards current developments in dance and performance.  
 
HANGAR, former Tempelhof Airport, based on designs by Ernst Sagebiel; c. 4000 m²; capacity 
of up to 2000, depending on event. The decommissioned Tempelhof Airport is remarkable for 
the stark contrast between the pathos of the Nazi architecture still visible on the entrance 
hall façade, and the innovative arrangements of the interior spaces. As modular spatial units, 
the Hangars perfectly supplement the distribution of stages across Berlin’s Mitte district. 
Their industrial shell-like character, vast unobstructed spaces and impressive height create a 
flexible venue for experimental exhibition formats. Here, large-scale theatre, dance and arts 
performances and concerts can find the platform and space they need. With sliding doors to 
the roof, they allow the outside environs to be integrated into the staging and visual design 
of performances.  
 
TERMINAL PLUS is the volksbühne berlin’s digital stage. This pilot project has been inspired by 
Alexander Kluge’s design for the independent TV platform dtpc and Tate Modern’s BMW 
Tate Live Performance Room. Terminal Plus produces, presents, archives and streams live 
performances, films and discussions. Artists are invited to experiment with the digital stage’s 
artistic challenges and its own particular potential. The Volksbühne’s Studiobühne will be 
transformed into an online studio as a venue for recordings and live broadcasts.  
 
BABYLON, Rose-Luxemburg-Str.; constructed 1929; architect: Hans Poelzig; 3 screens, 
capacity by screen: 468, 70, 37. The eventful history of cinema has been significantly 
influenced by the concept of “film as an art genre”, an idea already resonating in the oeuvres 
of the great German theatre directors Max Reinhardt and Erwin Piscator. The volksbühne 
berlin film and video programme builds on the Babylon’s historical profile as East Berlin’s 
most interesting art house cinema for experimental, documentary and short films. Together 
with the Babylon’s programme managers, collaborative priorities are to be established to 
showcas film authors interested in a dialogue with the performing and visual arts. 
 

 

 

 



theatre and dance as a life form 
 
Today, the spectrum of theatrical forms has expanded, and they now represent a genuine (and 
frequently a manipulative) force in society. Here, we are referring to the drive to theatricalise 
everyday life and the political sphere, an orchestration of public space, the display of power, 
success and self, and the performative character of commodities or news. Yet the roots of 
theatre do not lie in creating effects, but in agon, a dialogue of debate or competition arguing 
for opposing principles. The new way of life in the ancient Greek city-state was influenced by 
this faculty for public contradiction as a particular approach to developing communication. 
This is what the Volksbühne wants to recall: theatre creates a feeling of unease towards the 
culture of liberal consensus. Theatre invites the collective to gather together in the here and 
now and transform the public sphere into an arena of artistic counteraction. It is a metaphor 
par excellence for the principle of productive conflict. These ideas do not solely apply to 
theatre in isolation, but are equally evident in contemporary dance. Choreographers engage 
with and open up forms and formats to release the body from its schemata, grammars and 
routines. When we talk of dance today, we are talking of dance as a question, dissent, revolt, 
protest or a philosophy. 
 
exhibitions as theatre 
 
In recent years, the exhibition format has changed significantly and grown in importance – 
both as a medium and a ritual. Many contemporary artists transform the museum into a 
stage and initiate a dialogue with the museum’s architecture or display context. Their works 
integrate aspects of performance, choreography, sound, projections and artefacts, while 
allowing visitors to explore their new perceptual experiences in their own time. The Hangars 
on the former Tempelhof Airport offer a flexible space for this new type of presentation and 
allow forms of contemporary art to be opened up to a wide audience.  
 
internet as stage 
 
The world wide web has become a shopping mall where people are primarily addressed as 
customers and consumers. It is time to ask new questions: Don’t we deserve a different form 
of internet? What creative powers and artistic counter-strategies does the digital culture 
offer? What potential does the web open up for the performing arts? What are the 
advantages of a digital space influenced and protected by an independent, non-profit 
institution? Terminal Plus is the volksbühne berlin’s digital stage. Audiences can visit the 
volksbühne berlin wherever they have an internet connection. The new web podium is the 
contemporary version of Shakespeare’s Globe Theatre – open to all, radically global, 
reflective, interdisciplinary, independent, intercultural, interactive and highly productive. 
 
Artists 
 
We are in discussions with a broad spectrum of artists and partners. Initially, we have invited 
five international artists to stage, choreograph and film works at the volksbühne berlin and 
consider different structural approaches to performances, productions and work flows. 
These five artists include German theatre director Susanne Kennedy, Brussels-based Danish 
choreographer Mette Ingvartsen, French choreographer Boris Charmatz, Berlin-based French 
film director and producer Romuald Karmakar, and Munich filmmaker and author Alexander 



Kluge. We have already worked intensively, in some cases over many years, with Boris 
Charmatz, Romuald Karmakar and Alexander Kluge, while Susanne Kennedy and Mette 
Ingvartsen are two young artists whose productions pose key questions and open up 
innovative forms. The works of these five artists represent important statements which, 
despite their autonomous approaches, are still reciprocally referential. Their synergies, the 
cross-fertilization of forms, and their constellations offer an initial definition of a position we 
believe reflects our idea of a ‘people’s theatre’ (Volksbühne) as a model for an international 
theatre in the twenty-first century.  
 
collaboration and participation: a model for sustainable cultural practices 

 

We have long realised that no single theatre, museum, or artistic director can present or 
even oppose a clash of values and unequal social conditions alone. German sociologist Ulrich 
Beck has left us an attractive legacy pointing the way forward. In his last lectures and 
writings, Beck measured new solutions against the moral imperative of “Cooperate or fail!” 
Applied to the arts and culture, this requires interdisciplinary thought and connecting with 
others to work together. The narrow categories of sectors, city districts, audience milieus, 
disciplines and hierarchies have dominated thought for too long. Solidarity, connectedness 
and collaboration are not merely rational ideas or the promises held out by moral 
philosophy, they are practices infiltrating the realities of our cities. 
 
In an increasingly complex world which eludes full comprehension, people crave a feeling of 
belonging. Many contemporary artists design scenarios, environments, choreographies and 
installations where visitors can encounter one another. Growing numbers of art works only 
first come into being in a dialogue with the audience. Owning such an artist’s works or even 
exhibiting them permanently is no longer necessary. Instead, it is sufficient to recall the 
encounter with them, or merely feel connected to their ideas. Increasingly, celebrating art 
and inspiration together is more important than ownership. 
 
Encounters, experience, exchange, research and inquiry are replacing the pedagogical 
imperative of “more cultural education and communication!” Visitors and audiences are no 
longer interested in simple answers, but in the questions which can only be asked and 
answered in social situations: In the face of scarce resources, what is an existentially vital 
experience? What does cooperation mean? What does it mean to be a part of something? 
What power does an ensemble have? Which rules should we respect, and which should we 
ignore? The point of orientation is no longer a shared language of origin (German) or the 
national state (Germany), but a diversity of languages and a cosmopolitical society. As 
boundaries and signs of exclusion are dismantled, new mental spaces are created for such 
indirect effects as sustainability, experience and solidarity. 
 
“Art to the people!”, the Volksbühne’s powerful founding slogan successfully encouraging 
the involvement of a broad public, together with the cross-genre notion of a “total theatre” 
advanced by avant-garde theatre director Erwin Piscator, are to remain the inspiration for 
the future programme at the volksbühne berlin. 
 
Chris Dercon, Artistic Director 
Marietta Piekenbrock, Programme Director 


